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Brunchoteket and art gallery for Gothenburg inner city 

In the Inom Vallgraven district, in the middle of central Gothenburg, one of Sweden’s largest 

galleries in international pop art will open during the fall while a former travel agency is being 

transformed into a Brunchoteket restaurant. Miva Fine Art is opening in Wallenstam’s premises at 

Korsgatan 18 and the popular Brunchoteket restaurant on Linnégatan is opening an outlet at 

Kungstorget 2. 

 
“It is really great to add popular activities in both culture and food to attractive addresses in the Inom 

Vallgraven district. It is extra gratifying to welcome former tenants such as Miva Fine Art back to us 

while being involved in and contributing to Brunchoteket’s fine development and expansion,” says 

Anders Forsling, Chief Account Manager; Commercial at Wallenstam.    

 

Now the premises at Kungstorget are being reconstructed in order to welcome Brunchoteket with its 

popular “brunch all day” concept by the end of the year. Here everything you can wish for by way of a 

brunch will be served with Mimosa cocktails, juices and coffee.     

“We have been searching for a cosy premises in the right location. Kungstorget 2 will be totally 

perfect for us, with a wonderful atmosphere in the thick of things and at the same time just the right 

distance from Linnégatan. For us, the overall picture is important including the location, feel and 

accessibility. We are also planning a small outdoor terrace on the premises during summer time,” says 

Pinar Demirtas Sjödin who runs Brunchoteket. 

In October, Miva Fine Art will open their new gallery on Korsgatan. With a high international status 

and licenses for many international artists, they want to help bring more art and culture into a really 

central location in Gothenburg. The gallery already exists in Malmö and Miva are a former tenant of 

Wallenstam as they have previously had a smaller premises on Teatergatan. 

 

“We are specialized in international pop art for some of the most important contemporary artists and 

we are really looking forward to opening in the beautiful location that our new gallery will have. It 

feels completely right to showcase paintings, sculptures, photographs and contemporary art for both 

Gothenburgers and visitors right in the heart of Gothenburg,” says Lars Lamiva, owner and CEO of 

Miva Fine Art. 
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